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The Konigsberg Bridges Problem Generalized 
RICHARD BELLMAN AND K, L. COOKE 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The well-known problem of the Konigsberg bridges, solved by Euler 
in 1736, can be stated for an arbitrary undirected graph as follows. Is there a 
path in the graph which traverses each edge once and only once? If so, this 
path is called1 an Euler line (or an Euler circuit if the first and last vertices 
are the same). We wish to broaden and extend the problem by converting 
it from a question of existence or nonexistence to that of finding an approx- 
imate Euler circuit, optimal according to a specified criterion. To be more 
specific, in connection with a given graph, we ask for the paths which traverse 
every edge at least once and for which the number of repetitions of edges is a 
minimum. In this way we obtain a generalization of the original problem; 
see [l] for an analogous extension of the four-color problem. 
Casting the question in this form, we can employ the theory of dynamic 
programming to obtain a set of functional equations whose solution furnishes 
a solution to the determination of these generalized Euler circuits. The 
general approach is similar to that used to treat the “traveling salesman” 
problem, i.e., determination of Hamiltonian circuits [2], and as we shall see 
below, related to the generalized routing problems arising in the determina- 
tion of optimal play in chess and checkers [3]. 
We shall discuss two different ways in which the functional equations can 
be used as a basis for obtaining the optimal paths. 
We also wish to point out that the minimal number of edge repetitions 
for a graph is a topological invariant of the graph. At a later time we hope 
to study this number and its relation to other topological invariants. Note 
that even when the number of repetitions is known, there remains the problem 
of determining the minimal paths. 
1 In the terminology of [7 1, what is wanted is a spanning trail that contains all lines 
in a given graph, or multigraph. In the terminology of [6 J, it is a chain, or cycle, that 
contains each edge once and only once. 
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2. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORnwLATIoN 
Let G be a finite graph, N its set of vertices or nodes, 8’ its set of edges, V 
the number of vertices, and M the number of edges. For any path P in the 
graph we are interested in the number of edge repetitions. It is convenient 
to assign a length of one to each edge in G. Now we conceive of the tracing 
of a path P as a process of moving through a succession of states. We can 
define the state to be a list [Q, e, , e2 ,..., e ], where Q is the node at which 
the tracing point lies at the moment and [e, , ea ,..., e ] is the list of edges 
which remain to be traversed. The edges do not have to be traversed in any 
particular order. Define, for each state, a function 
f(Q; el , e2 ,..., eK) = length of shortest path starting at the 
point Q and including all edges 
el , e2 ,..., e, at least once. (1) 
The shortest path from Q through e, , e, ,..., eK may have to traverse other 
edges as well, and may have to traverse some of the edges e, , e2 ,..., e more 
than once. Since every edge has been assigned length one, it is clear that if 
e 1 , e2 ,.-, eM is the complete list of edges, then 
f(Q; el , e2 ,..., eM) = M + minimal number of edge repeti- 
tions for a path starting at Q and travers- 
ing every edge at least once (2) 
and 
C = m(tnf(Q; e, , e2 ,..., eM) - M 
= minimal number of edge repetitions for a path in G which 
traverses every edge at least once. (3) 
It is the number C which is of principal interest. 
In definingf(Q; . ..) above, we have not required that the path return to Q 
as endpoint. If one wishes to treat this version of the Konigsberg bridges 
problem by the dynamic programming method, it is necessary to introduce 
the more general function 
f(Q, R el , e2 ,..., eK) = length of shortest path starting at Q, 
ending at R, and including all edges 
el , e2 ,..., eK at least once. (4) 
In this paper we shall deal only with the original version in (1). 
One might alternatively try to define the “state” as an ordered list of the 
edges already traversed. However, it is preferable to use the definition in (1). 
We do better by looking at where we are and where we want to go rather 
than where we have been. 
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3. FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
The Principle of Optimality of dynamic programming (see [4]) can now be 
used to obtain functional equations relating the functions defined in (2.1). 
Indeed, let us define 
S(Q) = set of nodesQ’ such that QQ’ is an edge (that is, the set 
of nodes accessible from Q). 
For abbreviation, we use E to denote any set of edges andf(Q; E) instead of 
f(Q; el , e2 ,..., ex). Then clearly 
f(Q; E) = min[l +f(Q1; E), 1+f(Qz; EJI, (1) 
where the minimization is over 
Qr , Q2 in S(Q) such that 
QQ1 is not a member of E, 
QQa is a member of E, 
Es = E - {QQA 
That is, the optimal path from Q either goes to a node Q1 such that QQr 
is not one of the edges in E still to be traversed, or else it goes to a node 
Qa such that QQa is one of the edges in E and therefore from Qa only the edges 
in E - {QQa} remain to be traversed. 
4. USE OF FUNCTIONAL EQUATION FOR CALCULATION 
The minimal number C of edge repetitions can be computed by the follow- 
ing sequential procedure. We begin by setting 
f(Q; 4 = 1 if QEN, eiEF, and Q is an endpoint of e, . 
(1) 
In this way, values are assigned for all pairs Q, e, for which a path of length 
one beginning at Q and traversing e, exists. These assigned values will not be 
changed during the sequential process. 
At the second stage of the process, we compute all minimal paths of length 
two. To do this, we use Eq. (3.1) in the form 
f (Q; 4 = a$b, [1 +f (Ql; ei>l (2) 
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and 
f(Q; ei, q> = min[l +f(!& ei, ej), 1 +f(V2, ej or q)l. (3) 
In (2), we examine any Q and e, for which f (Q; eJ was not already computed 
in stage one. Clearly, we obtainf(Q; ei) = 2, if and only if there is an edge 
from Q to some vertex Q1 for which f(Q1; eJ = 1, that is, if and only if 
there exists a path of length 2 starting at Q and traversing ei (and there does 
not exist a path of length one starting at Q and traversing e,). For other Q 
and ei ,f(Q; ei) remains undefined. In (3) we allow any Q, ei , ej; the mini- 
mization is over 
Q1 E S(Q), QQx f ei, QQ1 f ej, 
Q2~S(Q), QQ2 = ej or ei. 
Evidently we can use (3) to computef(Q; e, , ej) if and only if there exists 
Q2 such that QQa = ( e3 or ei) and f(Qa; eJ (orf(Qa; ej)) equals one,2 
that is, if and only if there is an edge from Q to Q2 where QQ2 = e, (or et) 
and QaQa = ei (or ei) for some vertex Qa. In other words, at this second 
stage we use Eqs. (2) and (3) to compute f (Q; ei) and f(Q; ei , ej) in all 
cases in which there is a minimal path of length 2 starting at Q. 
In stage 3, we use the Eqs. (2), (3), and the additional equation 
f(Q; ei , ej , ek) = min[1 +f(Ql; ei , ej , ek), 1 +f(Q2; ei , ej or ej , ek or ek , %)I 
(4) 
In (2), we examine all Q, ei for whichf(Q; ei) is not yet known, and in (3) 
we examine all Q, ei, ej for whichf(Q; ei , ei) is not yet known. In (4), we 
examine all states Q, ei , ej , e, and minimize over 
Q~ES(Q), QQl#ei of ej or ek 
82 6 S(Q), QQ2 = ei or ej or ek , 
Using arguments like those above, we conclude that the computation will 
yield 
f(Q; 4 = 3, f(Q; ei ,ej) = 3, f(Q; ei , ej , ek) = 3 
if and only if there exists a path of length 3 starting at Q and traversing the 
indicated edges, and there does not exist a shorter path. Thus in stage 3 we 
obtain all minimal paths of length 3. 
2 Here we assume that we can use only values off (Q2 ; ei or ej) computed in stage 
one. If we also use the values just computed in stage two from Eq. (2) we can accelerate 
the process. For simplicity in this discussion we shall exclude the possibilities for 
acceleration, see [5]. 
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In general, at stage K we use Eqs. (2)-(4), up to 
f(Q; el , e2 ,.-., 4 = mW +f(Ql; elf e2 ,..., eid, 1 +I%?~; Ql 
where 
E = Gl , e2 ,.-., 4 - QQ2, 
Q1 E S(Q), QQ1 $ iel p e2 ,--, 4, 
Q2 E S(Q), QQ2 E {el , e2 ,-., 4. 
At stage M (where M is the number of edges) the last equation is 
(5) 
f(Q; el , e2 7-., +,A = min[l +f(Q2, 4, 
E = {el ,e2 ,..., eM> - QQ2 , 
Q2 E S(Q), QQ2 E {el , e2 ,..., ed (6) 
An inductive argument shows that at stage K we find all minimal paths of 
length exactly K, and at stage M we find all minimal paths of length exactly 
M. 
After M stages, we examine the expressions f(Q; e, , e2 ,..., eM), Q E N. 
If any of these has been assigned a value, it is M, and there exists a vertex Q 
and a path of length M starting at Q and traversing all edges exactly once. In 
this event, C = 0, and an Euler line exists with starting point Q. If none 
of these has been assigned a value, there is no Euler circuit, and we go on to 
stage (M + 1). 
At stage (M + l), we use Eqs. (l)-(6) g a ain, and obtain all minimal paths 
of exact length M + 1. If among these is one passing through all edges, then 
for some Q we have f(Q; e1 , e2 ,..., eM) = M + 1 and C = 1. If not, we 
proceed to stage (M + 2), and so on. 
This process must terminate in a finite number of steps, since it is obvious 
that C is finite for a finite graph. 
5. FEASIBILITY OF THE PROCEDURE 
The procedure outlined can require a large number of comparisons. The 
number is difficult toestimate. However, if it should turn out that all numbers 
f(Q; 4 Q EN, ei EF, 
f(Q; et, 4, QEN, ei EF, ei EF, 
f(Q; el, e2 ,-.., em), Q EN, el , e2 ,..., eM EF, 
3 Actually, (1) need not be used since all off (Q; ei) will certainly be known after 
stage M. 
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have to be found, this would mean that 
numbers have to be computed sequentially. To compute each of these 
requires the comparison of several previously computed numbers. In 
practice, one can hope that far fewer than V(2M - 1) numbers need be 
calculated. The acceleration procedure mentioned above should reduce the 
number of comparisons required. 
6. ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 
Tn place of the foregoing method, we can employ a procedure where the 
function f (Q; e, , e2 ,,.., ek) is determined for all Q for a fixed set of values of 
el , e2 ,..., ek . 
As we see from the foregoing discussion, at each stage we either go to a 
point Q1 which leaves the set invariant, or to a point Qi which eliminates one 
of the ei . Consequently, we can begin with a determination off (Q; e,) for 
all Q and e, , then a use of the functional equation to obtain f (Q; e, , eJ for 
all Q, given the functions f (Q; e,) and f (Q; e,). 
The functional equation that arises is a generalization of the equation 
arising from the routing problem. Simplifying the notation, it has the form 
fi = 1 + min[y$fj , gil, 
i = 1, 2,..., N where the gi are known and the boundary condition is that 
fi = 1 + gi for certain values of i. 
The methods used in the routing problem to obtain rapidly convergent 
sequences of monotonically increasing and decreasing approximations can be 
employed here; see [5]. 
7. GENERALIZED ROUTING 
In the routing problem, we go from point to point at each stage. In the 
foregoing problem, we go from set to set. We can either keep the set 
Eel , e2 ,..., e,] unchanged, or convert it into one of the k - 1 sets obtained 
by deleting one of the ei . 
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FIG. 1. 
A similar generalized routing problem arises in the analysis of chess 
endings and checker games; see [3]. 
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